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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
As we move towards another harvest there appears to be a greater 
level of optimism amongst growers, processors and other 
stakeholders in the dried grape industry. J think that this has been 
influenced by the more normal season, to date anyway, increased 
fruitfulness of vines and the reports of improving world market 
conditions for our products. 

The Industry Outlook - for the first time in some years, factors 
influencing the market outlook seem to be moving in our favour, 
apart from the increase in the Australian doUar exchange rate. In recent months I have 
travelled to Turkey, Greece & USA and observed first hand what is happening in those 
countries. More details are provided elsewhere in this edition. I participated at the 
International Conference of Dried Grape Producing Countries held in Turkey on 23-24 
October 2003. This Conference received reports from most producing countries confirming 
that world production of sultana types has fallen. 

Sultana/raisin production has been lower in Mediterranean countries such as Turkey, ]ran & 
Greece. The greatest reduction has occurred in the US crop, which has dropped by about 
100,000 tonnes. The latest estimate for world supply of sultanas/raisins is 655,000 tonnes 
packed weight - down 68,000 tonnes on last year's estimate. Southern Hemisphere 
producing countries such as South Africa and Australia have reported some frost damage to 
the present crop. 

World production of currants was forecast to rise by 13,000 tonnes to 47,000 tonnes, 
following a very poor production season in 2002/2003. While the improved world 
supply/demand position is welcome, the continuing appreciation of the Australian dollar is a 
negative factor for Australia. I t makes our exports more expensive and imports even cheaper. 
The return in Australian dollars for exported product is much less at a relatively high 
exchange rate of72 cents US compared to the return when the rate was 62 cents US or lower. 

Importantly however, both processor/marketers are putting appropriate focus on the domestic 
market, which is potentially the most lucrative and avoids issues related to exchange rate. 
New product development and national promotional campaigns on TV and in print, are 
leading to an increased awareness and demand for Australian dried grape products . 

Dried Grape Industry Redevelopment & Restructure - in the past two editions I have outlined 
the ADFA efforts involved in engaging consultants to assist with the preparation of a 
proposal for Government support for redevelopment & restructuring of the dried grape 
industry. The Board report to Federal Council 2003 was included in the last newsletter and 
provided details of the consultancy undertaken, key objectives & main components of the 
ADFA plan. 

Since late August, when the Board adopted the consultant's report as its own, there has been 
endless activity aimed at ensuring that all relevant Members of Parliament (both State & 
Federal) and industry stakeholders were aware of the proposal and provided with any 
information they required. Numerous meetings have been held to maximise the prospects of 
success and the ADFA Dried Vine Fruits Industry Redevelopment & Restructure Plan was 
forwarded to the Minister for Agriculture in Victoria & NSW, as well as the Federal Minister, 
Warren Truss. 

ADFA met with the Federal Minister, Warren Truss on 5 November 2003 to discuss the 
proposals. We were given a good hearing and considered ways of progressing the matter. It 
was agreed that appropriate approaches should be made to determine if Victoria/NSW would 
support joint State/Federal Government funding of the ADFA proposal. 

The redevelopment & restructuring of the industry will remain a top priority. With or without 
Government support, our industry needs to continue to invest in better technologies, adopt 
improved cultural practices and see the average property size increase. 

Good luck for the 2004 harvest. 
Peter. L Jones, Chairman 
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INDUSTRY NEWS FROM THE ADFA BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 

Update- The Dried Vine Fruits Industry 
Redevelopment & Restructuring Plan 
Further to the information provided in the Chairman's column, the 
ADFA has met with the Federal Minister for Agriculture, Warren 
Truss to discuss the proposal and prospect of gaining Government 
support and sees this initiative as a top priority. 
The Federal Minister was interested in discussing ways of 
assisting the dried grape industry. 
ADFA has kept the Victorian & NSW Ministers informed about 
the redevelopment & restructure proposals and sought meetings to 
determine their interest in a joint State/Federal Government 
funded program. 

Imports 
Total imports for the 8 months ending 3 1 October 2003 were 
10,083 tonnes, about 2277 tonnes down on the same period last 
year. Currant imports were up by 313 tonnes. However Sultana 
imports were down by 788 tonnes and imports of "other" dried 
vine fruits were down 1801 tonnes. 
Imports to 31 October 2003 were: 
Currants 1228 tonnes 
Sultanas 7741 tonnes 
Others lll3 tonnes 

Water Issues 
The ADFA has prepared a response to the Victorian Government's 
Green Paper "Securing Our Water Future" based on issues of 
concern raised by branches and members of the ADFA Water & 
Environment Committee. 

Review of Draft Gas Dehydrator Guidelines 
In the September edition of Dried Fruits News, members were 
advised that the ADFA had established an Expert Working Group 
to review the draft guidelines for gas fuelled dehydrators that had 
been released by the Victorian Office of Gas Safety for comment. 
The ADFA re-draft of the guidelines was prepared in consultation 
with the Expert Working Group and ADFA branches before it was 
submitted to the Office of Gas Safety, Victoria. 
ln mid November, ADFA received a response from the OGS 
Victoria outlining a number of issues requiring further discussion 
and negotiation. ADFA is seeking clarification on several matters 
and will then organise another meeting of the Expert Working 
Group, to be held in early December. The Office of Gas Safety has 
already indicated a willingness to fly to Mildura to attend the next 
meeting. 
Members will be kept informed of progress with this important 
matter. 

Farm Chemical User Training 
The ADFA has sought NFF assistance in overcoming problems 
associated with the delivery of farm chemical user training 
courses, for grower members from the same ADFA branch, but 
who live in different States. 
These problems relate to differing requirements contained in 
relevant State legislation. 

ADFA is seeking: 

• Chern Cert Australia accredited trainers being able to deliver 

training in any State 

• Growers who have completed the training course being able to 

obtain a permit to use/buy chemical in any State. 

Quarantine 

ADFA has advised the Federal Minister for Agriculture that it 

opposes recent changes to the protocol for importing table grapes 

from California. Specifically, the ADFA is concerned about the 

modified regime in which the sample size has been adjusted 

downwards from 920 to 600 bunches per lot. 

Generic Promotion of Dried Grapes 

Earlier this year, ADFA successfully applied to the Australian 

Dried Vine Fruits Trust for funds to support a range of 

promotional activities aimed at supporting the ongoing efforts of 

Sunbeam Foods & Angas Park Fruit Company. 

The main promotion activi ty focussed on getting information, 

including recipes & images, as well as product to food & li festyle 

writers throughout Australia. The initiative involved all forms of 

media. 

The ADFA engaged a consultant based in Melbourne to assist 

with implementation of th.is project, which appears to have 

successfully attracted widespread interest and coverage. The 

success of the project will be assessed very carefully before 

additional resources are committed in 2004. 

ADFA Corporate Profile & Membership 

Members are urged to retain the recently circulated ADFA 

publication detailing the organisation history, current role and 

membership benefits. 

The publication consists of 3 parts: 

• A folder with a section to hold inserts 

• A booklet providing information about the AD FA's history, role, 

activities & industry 

• Six inserts providing information about current issues, value of 

membership, application form & current contact list. 

ADFA expects to circulate new inserts on a range of current issues 

in the near future. Anyone interested in receiving a copy of this 

new ADFA publication should call Sharni on 03 5023 5174. 

Are You A Current Member? 

ADFA membership is voluntary. To become a member you need 

to have completed a membership application & authority form. 

All members now have an ADFA Membership Card and have 

been advised of their unique membership number. 

If you don't have a card, then you are NOT a current member. 

Please contact the ADFA to obtain a Membership Application & 

Authority form. 

• consistency between States, with the ability to offer the same Please Note - the ADFA e-mail address has changed. General 
training course in any State enquiries should be forwarded to enquiries@adfa.asn.au 
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INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

DRIED GRAPE MARKETING REPORT 
Horticulture Australia 

2003 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF DRIED GRAPE PRODUCING COUNTRIES 

Delegation from the major producing and exporting 
countries attended the 2003 International Dried Grape 
Producing Conference held on 23&24 October 2003, in 
Izmir, Turkey. 

The Conference received reports presented by the 
delegation leaders of: 
• Austral ia- Peter Jones 
• Greece - Andeas Couniniotis 
• Iran - Hamid Hashemian 
• South Africa - Dappie Smit 
• Turkey -Aydin Unsal 
• USA - Richard Garabedian 

The Australian delegation comprised Peter Jones and Ross , 
Skinner, members of Horticulture Australia's Dried Grape 
Marketing Industry Advisory Committee with Peter 
Johannssen and Bill Cole of Sunbeam Foods interrupting 
market visits to the UK and Europe to attend the 
Conference. 

The information relating to the major impact on the world 
marketing situation is the rapid adjustment of production 
that is occurring in the USA. The removal of vines (50,000 
acres) and abandonment of vineyards has meant that future 
production in California will be reduced. The US tonnage of 
240,000 tonnes in 2003 declined 80,000 tonnes from that of 
2002 and 160,000 tonnes on their record crop of 2001. The 

US has also sold 36,000 tonnes of their carry-in to cattle 
food to reduce surplus stock. Peter Jones spent two days in 
Fresno, the centre of the US industry, inspecting the 
situation following the Conference. Peter' s report is 
included on page 13 of this edition. 

The other northern hemisphere countries reported average 
or smaller crops with fruit quality assessed as good 
following sound drying conditions during the season. 

2003104 Sultana I TSR Crops 
Greece Sultanas 
Iran SuI tan as 
Turkey Sultanas 
USA TSR's 
Australia Sultanas 
South Africa Sultanas I TSR's 
Chile TSR's 
TOTAL 

15,000 
95 ,000 

200,000 
240,000 

30,000 
27,000 
48,000 

655,000 

The Delegates also addressed promotion and food safety 
issues and received a briefing on the Turkish industry and 
their research and development program. 

The Conference attendees including delegates, presenters 
and staff of the Aegean Exporters Union who assisted in 
conducting Conference. 

2003 INTERNATIONAL DRIED GRAPES 
PRODUCING COUNTRIES CONfERENCE 

IZMIR 23_24 oCTOBER 2003·TURKEY 
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Horticulture Australia 

INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
DRIED FRUIT RESEARCH AND 

DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

RIVERLINK DRIED GRAPE R&D PRIORITY SETTING FORUM 

The annual forum to determine the research priorities for the dried 
fruit industry was conducted by Riverlink on October 15 , 2003. 

The forum was attended by industry producers, processors and 
marketers and members of the River! ink research organisations. 

The forum allowed producers and processors to obtain 
information on previously researched areas that were of ongoing 
interest. 
Industry contacts were allocated to each priority area identified to 
assist the Riverlink researchers to develop research proposals to 
be considered for 2003-04 funding by Horticulture Australia. The 
priority setting forum ensures the research proposals the 
researchers develop are focused on industry needs and aim to 
deliver outputs that industry can implement. 
The following is the list of possible research areas identified at the 
furum: , 
• Weather proofing existing sultanas. Research into emulsion 

spraying before rain, splitting inhibitors, covers and chemicals. 
• Development of rain tolerant sultana varieties. 
• Further development of super wetter for drying emulsion 

application. 
• Reduction of trash from fruit before being sent to the 

processors. Investigation into the difficulties in removing stems 
and upgrading debris removal on harvesters. 

• Crown bunch and cordon bunch removal . 

• Mechanisation of Gordo production. 

• Developing a decision support model for producing light 

coloured fruit. 

• Determining best applications of drying emulsion following 

rains. 

• Grower education and training strategy for the industry. 

• Extending the growing season through new varieties. 

• Develop a new classification system for fruit, using new 

technologies. 

• Developing strategies to cope with restricted water allocation 

during limited supply periods. 

• Assessing the specific impact of climate change on the dried 

grape industry. 

• Accessing accurate and relevant weather forecasting 

information at harvest. 

The concept development proposals of Riverlink and other 

research providers arc considered by the R&D industry advisory 

committee before approval is given to the researchers to prepare 

the detailed research applications. 

The input of the industry's grower community that attended the 

day is particularly valued as they give generously of their time and 

ideas to progress the whole of the industry. 

OH&S RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
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(Horticulture, Agriculture & Packing Sheds) 

• Workplace Inspections 
• Safety Management Systems 
• Workplace Risk Assessments 

• Machinery & Plant Risk Assessments 
• Workplace Procedure Development 

For more information please contact: 
Mal Giddings 0428 230 843 

Michael Robinson 0428 212 996 
Email: malcomgiddings@bigpond.com 
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DRYING FOR PROFIT ACTIVITIES 

NEW INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 

John Hawtin has been appointed as the new ADFA Industry 

Development Officer. He is responsible for implementation of 

Drying For Profit Program activities. Guidance for the program 

and TDO is provided by a broad industry based Committee, 

chaired by a grower member of the ADFA Board of Management, 

Stephen Hegedus. 

DRYING FOR PROFIT (DFP) PROGRAM 

The DFP program has been involved in a number of activities in 

recent months. These included : 

• Mildura Show display- in conjunction with the ADFA shop, the 

Industry Development Officer attended the show in the H arvest 

Hall and met & talked w ith a number of growers. Information 

about planned activities including a field day and trellis drying 

short course, together with sample packs of Sunmuscats were 

distr ibuted. 

, 
• Cordon B unch Removal Field Day- this event was he ld at Ivan 

Shaw's property and attended by about 70 people. Ivan spoke 

about the background of previous research and how growers 

had taken up the challenge of using Ammonium N itrate to 

remove bunches. The current application method was described 

and demonstrated. Those in attendance also inspected the 

results of this years spray application with great interest. 

PROPOSED EVENTS 

Dried Grape Grower Mentoring Program 

Expressions of interest are be ing sought from experienced 

growers to assist with the implementation of th is program. The 

program 's objective is to ass ist new growers w ith their 

management decisions by getting along side of them and 

increasing their knowledge in growing grapes for drying, during 

their first few years on thei r prope rties. The mentoring wi ll be 

done on a one to one basis, with the support of Drying for Profit. 

Occupational Health & Safety (OH & S) 

The Drying for Profit program plans to monitor developments in 

OH&S and any implications for dr ied frui t growers. When 

appropriate, the program will consider implementing programs to 

assist or inform growers. 

Harvest 2004 

Drying for Profit will again run a database of contractors for 

wetting, harvesting and drying fruit in 2004. 

If you need a contractor to undertake work for you, please contact 

the ADFA on (03) 5023 5174 for information relevant to your 

needs. 

II A v 
An open forum session was also held enabling other growers to 

share thei r spraying results. The results this year have been very 

pleasing where Ammonium Nitrate has been used at 
1

, 

concentrations between 1.75 % - 2.00 % and at a rate of up to 

1000 litres/acre and applied at ground speeds between 1.5 - 2.5 

The 

" For all your Christmas idea ..... 
km/hour. 

Time of day when spraying did not seem to affect results. Weather 

conditions such as hum idity and rai n showers following 

application may have some impact on results. Already there are 

indications from researchers that this is a high priority for 

research and they will be seeking funding to make this technique 

reliable. 

Trellis Drying Course 

A number of growers attended this course over the 3 days on 

November 25, 26, & 27. A group of WA growers hungry for 

information on summer pruning Carinas on swing arm tre llis and 

alternative systems which may suit them also attended. 

The course taught a ll the participants the methods and practices 

related to summer pruning so that they will be confident in using 

this as the ir harvesting technique on the ir properties. 
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·-

Come into The ADF A Shop to browse through our 
range of gourmet platters of fruits & nuts and gift 

baskets bursting with nutritious and colorful 
goodies. 

There is a fantastic range of gifts to select from: 
Dried Fruits & Nuts 

Cottage Lines 
Specialty Chocolate Products 

Skin care & personal 
care products 

Essential oils & burners 
Luxury soaps & bath products 

Gourmet Fruit Cakes 
Plum Puddings (locally made) 

Gift baskets - can be made to your special 
requirements 

Wishing you aU a Merry CIJristmas 
and a safe & happy new year 

from the staff at the ADFA shop 
33 Deakin Ave Ph 5023 1760 Fax 5023 4760 
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GREECE -DRIED GRAPE INDUSTRY STUDY TOUR 2003 

GREECE'S DRIED GRAPE INDUSTRY 
Precis of a Report on an Industry Study Tour to Greece on 22-23 
September 2003, by Peter Jones 

Corinth - an area that grows table grapes with growers using 
plastic vine covers as occurs in Australia to produce a fine 
product. Tree frui ts and olives were also abundant in this area. 

Currant vineyards - are very small, at about 1-2 ha in area and 
planted up from the coast on very steep hillsides. Vines are 
planted about I m apart without trellis and grow to about 0.5 m 
high with 4-6 branches of 0.3m long per vine. The branches are 
held up off the ground with a short bamboo stake. 

All vines are grown on rainfaJI (no irrigation) and the soil is fertile 
enough that their roots go down 4 m for moisture. No machinery 
is used in cultivation as it is too steep and the use of weedicides 
has replaced hand hoeing. Growers with a spray unit drag hoses 
up and down the hillside to spray for both weeds and disease 
control. 

The head of the local Growers Association advised that around the 
Patras area there were 3,000-5,000 growers (most part timers) 
who produce 20,000t of currants. Average yield is 3t/ha or 
L.2t/acre. No new currant plantings are allowed because of 
European regulations and only old vines can be replaced with new 
ones. This is significant because it means that no huge increase in 
vine numbers will occur in the future. 

Harvest method - growers now use plastic woven sheet, 
(fertilizer bag style) similar to our ground sheets and spread the 
fruit out on that. Fruit is carried to a small drying area, about 20m 
x 20m on the edge of the vineyard in a plastic container looking 
like a laundry basket (about 2 dip tins in volume). When the sheet 
is full , a clear plastic tent cover is put over the fruit about 0.5m 
above the fruit for added heat to dry and to keep off rain & dew. 
The fruit is left on the ground for 3-4 weeks and raked over to 
break up the bunches & tease out stems. When it is dry enough, 
fruit is shaken off sheets back into the plastic tubs. 

Fruit is then put through a riddler - to blow out stems & leaves 
and also grade fruit into small berries and others. The small 
berries are best and sought by the industry. Big berries and lumps 
of fruit, mould etc are set aside and riddled again after a couple 
more days drying and the lumps broken up. 

Growers deliver fruit at 16- 17% moisture content in red solid 
plastic bins holding 300-350kg (no air holes for fruit breathing) 

2003 Crop - was above average with estimate of 40,000t for 
export. Pri.ce paid this year is 0.6 Euro/kg or A$1,400/t for 94% of 
the crop, with 6% of the crop sold to the Government. This 
enables the very poorest frui t to be kept out of the market place 
and helps maintain the quality. Growers pre-riddle fruit on farm. 

fn addition their crop payment, Greek growers receive a 
Government grant worth 3,000 Euros/ha (about A$6,000/ha). 

Growers contract to a packer at the start of a season and deliver all 
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of their fruit to that packer. Fruit payments are paid to the grower 

in full 2 months after harvest. 

Greek wages are about A$500/wk or 9 times higher than Turkish 

wages for farm work. It seems that there are really no prospects of 
the industry expanding due to higher costs verses returns and 

young people getting higher wages elsewhere. Increasing farm 

sizes and mechanization is not going to happen in thi s region. 

PROCESSING 
Patras Processing plant- the factory is very modem. Pre-riddled 
fruit is delivered in plastic bins by growers and tipped into a 

hopper and fed onto a conveyor even ly and proceeds through a 

series of vacuum exhaust fans to remove light material such as 

stalks & fruit shells. The fruit is riddled for size again, removing 

more big berries that usually contain seeds and then it goes into 

wash water and down a riffle washer to trap stones. 

Rubbish & lightweight fruit is floated off and chlorine is added to 

the water for microbial control. The fruit delivered at 16-1 7% 

moisture and washing adds another 1.5% moisture to the berries. 

Fruit then passes into a horizontal cone where the capstems are 

removed. The Laser scanners (Aibi scans) are the next process 
removing impurities from the sample. After scanning, the fruit 

goes through an X-ray machine to detect stones and other objects. 

Finally, fruit moves to a moving belt picking table where several 

women do a final check. Metal detectors were also used in the line 

as fruit was boxed into 12.5 kg cartons. 

SULTANAS 
The sultana situation is different. Most Sultanas are grown on 

Crete where a phyloxera outbreak a decade ago killed most of the 

vines. The replacement rootstocks and clones brought in from the 

U.S.A. to replant the infected areas grew well but the vines chosen 

did not set any fruit on 3-4 year old vines. Many have now been 

removed and growers are wary of replanting sultanas. Their 

preferred choice is wine & table grape varieties. 

Production is down to 10-20,000 tonnes compared to 100,000 

tonnes a decade ago and doesn' t show any signs of increasing. 

Sultanas are transported to the factory in 30 kg plastic crates 

(smaller than currants) because of the softer nature of the fruit. 

The growers deliver their sultanas at the high moisture level of 16-
17%. 

Other products are packed and sold, including soft moist ready to 

eat fruits. Dried apricots are steamed & packed while hot into 

sealed packs which sterilizes the pack and keeps it very moist. 

The 250 gram packs are the standup, re-sealable type. 

Attractive snack packs, similar to Sunbeam Foods & Angas Park 

new ranges, contain prunes, exotic tropical fruits, jumbo raisins 
and apricots in cardboard trays ready to stack on the shelf. 
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SUPERSPREADERS- RESEARCH UPDATE & WARNING 

ADDING 'SUPER-SPREADERS' TO DRYING EMULSION 

MAY HAVE DISASTROUS RESULTS FOR FRUIT 

QUALITY. 

Alison MacGregor} and Robyn Gaskin2 

I Primary Industries Research, Dept Primary Industries, PO Box 

905, Mildura 

2 New Zealand Forest Research Institute, Sala St, Rotorua, New 

Zealand. 

quality than the conventionally treated fruit. 

It is premature to conclude too much from a single small scale 

trial, and so the trial will be repeated on a larger scale, again under 

an experimental permit, during harvest 2004. If results of the 

second season are positive, the company will proceed with 

registering DH12 as an additive for drying emulsion. 

The three main risks associated with adding an inappropriate 

spreader adjuvant to drying emulsion are: 

Important message for dried grape growers: Unsaleable fruit because the adjuvant is not registered as a post 

Do not supplement drying emulsion with any new 'super- harvest application 

spreaders' until the products have been thoroughly tested & 

approved as a post harvest appl ication for dried grapes Excessive run-off of drying emulsion because the spreader causes 
the water to spread so well that it slides off foliage and bunches, 

Trials are currently underway at the Department of Primary leaving no drying emulsion on the bunches. Bunches will have to 

Industries, with funding from Horticulture Austral ia, to test be re-treated or will fai l to dry adequately. 

whether super-spreaders might improve the spread of drying 
emulsion across trellis dried bunches. The first year of field trials Extreme phytotoxicity. Not only could you devalue your crop, 

included an oil super-spreader adjuvant called DH12, and the 

results have fuelled rumours that any super-spreader is the secret 

to improving the spread of drying emulsion. 

Several super-spreaders are available commercially, but these 

are unlikely to improve the spread of drying emulsion because 

they are not ~table at high pH and are not oil-soluble. Most of 

the available super-spreaders were designed as additives to 

improve the spread and uptake of water-soluble herbicides, and 

are very pH sensitive. 

For a super-spreader to help spread drying emulsion, it must 

be stable when mixed with potash, and it must dissolve in oil. 

Several potential products have been screened, as the first stage to 

the research project being funded by Horticulture Australia. The 

screening was conducted in New Zealand by the Plant Protection 

Chemistry NZ (PPC NZ) group at Forest Research, Rotorua, who 

have a vast array of proprietaJ information about spray adjuvants, 

plus PPC NZ have capabilities to assess their physical and 

chemical properties and measure spreading of the droplets on the 

berry surfaces. 

The only product to emerge from the screening as having the right 

properties to spread drying emulsion was DH12. This product was 

then tested in a small trial in Red Cliffs during harvest 2003, and 

the results were very encouraging, although all the treated fruit 

had to be destroyed under the terms of the DH 12 experimental 

permit. DH12 is not currently registered in Australia. 

The Red Cliffs trial results indicated that the volumes of drying 

emulsion could be significantly reduced by adding the right 

spreader. Fruit treated using DH12 in half the volume of drying 

you could also kill your vines. 

Growers are asked to resist the temptation to try super-spreaders, 

but to wait until the research trials are able to provide 

prescriptions for the appropriate products, rates and volumes to 

apply to improve the drying process. 

Based on the corning season's field results, we hope that DHl2 

will be registered and available to the industry by harvest 2005 or 

2006. 

Acknowledgements: 

The authors would like to thank Horticulture Australia, members 

of the proj ect steering committee, Victorian Chemicals, 

Goldschmidt Corporation USA, John Hunt and Sunbeam for 

assistance with th is project. 

emulsion, and driving at twice the standard speed, was of higher For more information contact Alison MacGregor, 03 5051 4500. 
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RECIPES 

SUNMUSCAT & PEACH COMPOTE 
Serves 6 
1 1h cups sunmuscats 
I kg small just ripe peaches 
4 cloves 
3tbls raw sugar 
lltr apple juice 
Place all in a heavy-based saucepan and simmer gently for 
30 minutes. Let cool and then skin the peaches. 
Serve with muesli & yogurt 

ALTERNATIVE FOR A DESSERT: 
In small moulds place a layer of sunmuscats from the 
prepared compote. Add 1 peach and make up a gelatine 
mixture (as per packet) pouring this into the mould. 
Refrigerate until set and serve with cream. 

BABY CHICKENS WITH SUNMUSCATS & APPLE 
Serves 6 
I 1/z cups Sunmuscats 
1 cup Muscat 
I large onion, finely diced 
3 apples, finely diced 
8 rashers bacon, finely sliced 
salt & pepper to taste 
6 baby chickens (Poussin) 
4 tablespoons olive oil 
Soak the Sunmuscats in the Muscat overnight to plump 
them up. ln a bowl mix together the onion, apples, bacon 
and season with salt and pepper. Fold in the soaked 
Sunmuscats and ti ghtly stuff the baby chickens. Truss with 
string, cover with oil and place in a 180c oven for 30/40 
minutes turning once. Check to see if the chickens are done 
when by poking the breast with a skewer, the juices run 
clear. 
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Remove from oven and let rest for 10 minutes 
Make a sauce from the pan juices by placing 1 tbls plain 
flour in the pan and adding 1 cup of water. 
Serve with asparagus and kipler potatoes. 
NOTE: With the residue of the stuffing, place in a foil 
envelope and cook with the chickens. Serve as a side dish 
with the chickens. 

WARM VIETNAMESE SALAD with PRAWNS 
& SEEDED RAISINS 
Serves 4 
24 green king prawns 
1 cup sweet chilli sauce 
3 tbls peanut oil 
2 tbls prawn paste 
2 tbls fi sh sauce 
2 tbls light soy sauce 
3 tbls lime or lemon juice 
2 tsp raw sugar 
2 tbls vinegar 
1 onion, roughly chopped 
2 tsp minced garlic 
2 large red chillies, seeded and finely chopped 
8 large mushrooms, roughly chopped 
2 bunched bok choy 
250g cherry tomatoes, halved 
1 1h cups seeded raisins 
1 bunch mint, leaves on ly 
1h cup water 
300g salad mix 
2 tbls sesame seeds, roasted 
Marinate the prawns in the chilli sauce for 2 hours and BBQ 
on a skillet on the stove or BBQ until pink (approx. 2 
minutes each side). 
Heat the oil in a wok and stir in the prawn paste, fish sauce, 
lime juice, sugar and vinegar. When this is heated and 
aromatic, stir fry the onions, garlic, chillies, chopped 
mushrooms and bok choy until just wilted . 
Turn off the heat and stir in the tomatoes, seeded raisins, 
mint, water, salad mix and sesame seeds. 
Serve in large bowls immediately with the prawns arranged 
on top. 
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WATER- IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY & THE LIVING MURRAY 

IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY REPORT 
Sunraysia's horticulture industry groups have welcomed new 
evidence showing the enormous improvement in irrigation 
practices in the NSWNictorian Murray Valley from Nyah to the 
South Australian border. 

The ADFA, Sunraysia Citrus Growers' lnc. & Victorian and 
Murray Valley Winegrape Growers' Council, under the banner of 
the Sunraysia Horticultural Alliance, commissioned Leonie 
Burrows and Associates to research and report on "Irrigation 
efficiency in the Murray Valley ofVictoria/NSW- from Nyah to the 
South Australian border". 

The Alliance believes that the report wi ll help tmgators set the 
record straight when confronted with arguments that often create a 
fal se impression of endemic water abuse. 

The report clearly shows that the majority of irrigators have made 
substantial investments in on-farm improvements that have cut 
water use and produced environmental gains. 

Evidence of measures adopted by horticulturists to reduce 
irrigation can be found in drainage"rates. In the Victorian Mallee 
rates have declined from a long-term average of 1.73 Megalitres 
(ML)/hectare/year to 0.86 ML/hectare/year. 

On-farm improvements and salt inte rception schemes have 
combined to reduce salt accumulation in the River Murray, with 
salinity levels at Morgan in South Australia now at pre-World War 
2 1evels. 

Economically, irrigation areas on both sides of the River Murray 
from Nyah (30 km downstream from Swan Hill) to the South 
Australian border are vitally important, generating significant value 
in horticultural products. 

In support of irrigators' call s for continuing infrastructure 
refurbishment, the report asserts that the conversion from open 
channe ls to a pipe line system in the Western Murray Irrigation 
district of NSW had cut water use by a third. Similar savings had 
been achieved in the area administered by the Central Irrigation 
Trust in the Riverland of South Australia. 

Government incentives aimed at improving on-farm irrigation 
systems have been more than matched by the financial 
contributions of growers themselves. Under Victoria's Sunraysia 
Salinity Management Plan and Growing the Mallee, $3 .5m in 
incentives since 1993 have encouraged investment by irrigators of 
$12.3 million. More than 1500 irrigators have taken advantage of 
these schemes, benefiting more than 20,000 hectares of irrigated 
land. 

The NSW government also provides incentives for improved on
farm irrigation efficiency, with more than 500 irrigators in the 
NSW Sumaysia attending the NSW Irrigation Management course 
since 1996. Farmers in the lower Murray-Darling region have 
achieved the state's highest adoption rate of irrigation management 
training and planning. 

Since water trading commenced in 1993/94, net trade into the total 
Victorian/NSW Mallee region now stands at about 44,000 ML. 
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This does NOT point to a net increase in water use, rather a 
decrease elsewhere in the Murray-Darling basin through transfers 
to Mallee areas. Water trad ing has enabled almost 8000 hectares of 
new irrigated development to occur in Victoria from Nyah to the 
South Australian border. Wine grapes have accounted for more than 
40% of new development, wi th almonds (32%) & vegetables 
(16%). 

The "Irrigation efficiency" report will be progressively updated a~ 
new data becomes available. It will become an invaluable resource 
to irrigators & planning authorities . While numerous reports intc 
the state of the River Murray and water availability have been done. 
none has concentrated on the considerable efforts and successes of 
irrigators in becoming more efficient and more environmentally 
conscious. 

THE LIVING MURRAY 
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT ON 14 NOVEMBER 2003 

River Murray & Environmental Objectives 
In a jo int statement by the Australian Government & states, th~ 
Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council has dec ided on th~ 

environmental objectives for the first stage of its program tc 
address the declining health of the River Murray system. 

The first step will focus on achieving environmental benefits for six 
key ecological assets: 
• Barmah-Millewa Forest 
• Gunbower & Perricoota-Koondrook Forests 
• The Hattah Lakes 
• Chowilla F loodplain 
• The Murray Mouth, Coorong & Lower Lakes, and 
• The River Murray channel 

About 500 gigalitres of water will be required annually to meet 
these environmental objectives. 

The proposal wi ll be discussed with local communities through 2 

process that: 
• Informs communities about the fi rst step proposal 
• Seeks community input to help refine the proposal includ i n~ 

environmental objectives, where the water will come from anc 
how it will be recovered & managed 

• Involves communi ties in planning & implementing the frrst stagt: 

After the consultation phase, and funding details are agreed by tht 
Council of Australian Governments (COAG), a fina: 
recommendation will be put to the Ministerial Council around mid· 
2004. 

COAG is expected to agree on a regime to provide secure wateJ 
access entitlements for irrigators and the institutional arrangement~ 

for water trading, as part of the National Water Initiative (NWI) . 

Implementation of the NWI is a pre-requisite to implementing tht: 
Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council's program. 

Water for environmental flows will NOT come from compulsof) 
acquisition, but rather from a combination of engineering works 
better management of river flows, on-farm water-efficiency saving~ 
and some purchase from will ing sellers. 
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WATER- THE LIVING MURRAY & THE VICTORIAN GREEN PAPER 

NFF SAYS MINISTERS CHART POSITIVE COURSE FOR 
MURRAY RIVER 
The first step proposal for the Murray River agreed by 
Commonwealth & State Ministers has provided a strong 
foundation for the delivery of positive outcomes for the 
environment and river communities .according to the National 
Farmers' Federation. 

NFF has congratulated the Murray Darling Basin Ministerial 
Council (MDBC) for announcing a first step proposal that will be 
designed to ensure there is no adverse social or economic impacts 
on river communities. 

Ministers agreed that the implementation of the National Water 
Initiative through the Council of Australian Governments process, 
which inc ludes a regime to provide secure water access 
entitlements to all water users, is a pre-requisite for implementing 
the first step proposal. 

NFF Water Task Force Chairman, Paul Weller said that NFF was 
pleased that Ministers had listened to farmers and recogni zed the 
importance of their need for secure water access entitlements and 
their call for water to be obtained with no adverse social or 
economic impacts on river communities. 

Mr Weller reiterated NFF calls for farmers to be given secure 
access over their water entitlements in perpetuity. 

A report released by the Bureau of Transport and Regional 
Economics (BTRE) - Investment trends in the Lower Murray 
Darling Basin - supports NFF calls for farmers to have secure 
water access rights for investment security so that they can 
continue to be actively involved in sustainable agriculture. 

Importantly, water will not be obtained by compulsory acqui sition 
but through a range of actions including investments in water 
efficiencies. 

NFF supported the MDBC approach that concentrated on 
delivering envi ronmental outcomes for the 6 icon sites and 
farmers would work closely with Governments on the way the 
proposal would be implemented. 

NFF would continue to work with Governments to refine 
elements of the proposal, particularly in relation to identify ing 
where the water will come from and how it will be recovered, and 
managed. 

VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT'S GREEN PAPER 
"SECURING OUR WATER FUTURE" 
The main proposals relating to irrigation & environmental flows 
are: 
Water Resources and Their Allocation 
The Government proposes: 
• An enhanced framework for sustainable water allocation 
• Establishing an environmental reserve under the Water Act to 

set aside a share of water in rivers & streams for environmental 
flows. 

• For rivers & aquifers that are not over-allocated, allocation of 
further entitlements only within sustainable diversion limits. 
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• For rivers and aquifers that are overallocated and stressed, a 
general approach which 

• caps consumptive entitlements & diversions at current levels, 
and then 

• improves environmental entitlements & reducing caps, and 
specilically 

• proposes new caps on water taken out of the rivers in seven 
basins in the south of the State 

• Metering all significant water uses with water users responsible 
for paying for meters- and that illegal use is phased out; 

• Making registers of a ll water entitlements publicly available 
• Approaches to deal with the impacts of plantations upon water 

resources & the risks posed by climate change 

Smarter Use of Irrigation Water 
The Government proposes: 
• Enhancing water markets 
• Investigating separati ng water rights from land, by unbundling 

water rights into a water share, a share of delivery capacity and 
a site-use license. 

• Introducing light-handed regulation of the side-effects of 
irrigation 

• Working with irrigators to faci litate modernisation of 
distribution systems, including closing non-viable parts. This 
will involve malting domestic & stock water tradeable & 
introducing a compulsory acquisition power, while providing 
support for broad adjustment plans 

• Improvements in on-farm use 
• Continuing industry partnerships for R&D 
Other parts of the Green Paper include: Dealing with Stressed 
Rivers; Pricing for Sustainability; An Innovative and Accountable 
Water Sector & Smarter Water Use in Our Cities and Towns. 

GRAPEVINE 
GRAFTLINGS 
&ROOTLINGS 

• Serving Australian Viticulture for over 50 years. 
• A VTA Accredited Nursery 
• Vine Improvement sourced material 
• Graftlings & Rootlings supplied as dormant 12-mth 

old field grown or 4-mth I 12-mth old container grown 
in bio-degradable P lant B ands. 

• Hot Water Treated 
• Trichoderma protected. 
• Taking orders now for 2004 & 2005 requirements 
• We also stock a full range of container grown 

OLIVE, CITRUS, AVOCADO & PISTACHIO 
TREES. 

Sunraysia Nurseries, 
PO Box 45 , Sturt Highway, 

GOL GOL, NSW, 2738 
Ph: 03 5024 8502 Fax: 03 5024 855 1 

Email: sales@sunraysianurseries.com.au 
Website: www.sunraysianurseries.com.au 
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ANGAS PARK FRUIT COMPANY UPDATE 

ANGAS PARK ACTS TO LIFT AUSTRALIAN DRIED FRUIT 
INDUSTRY INTO THE CURRENT MILLENNIUM 
New dried fruit snack packs produced by An gas Park Fruit Co Pty Ltd 
represent a dramatic change in direction for the Australian Dried fruit 
Industry. 

The new range of products were officially launched by former 
Deputy Prime Minister, Tim Fisher at a breakfast held in Adelaide on 
the Torrens on November 14. 

General Manager, Brian Leckie, said the new product range would 
lift the 90 year old company out of its comfort zone into a new era 
through innovative packs offering a healthy alternative to the current 
range of snack foods. He also announced that Angas Park would 
demonstrate its commitment to the industry by spending more than 
$ 1 million over the next three years t;> promote Australian dried fruit. 

The new range presents dried fruit in colorful and conveniently s ized 
packaging and promotes it as 100 percent fruit and 100 percent 
Australian. More importantly, it presents dried fruit as highly 
nutritious and healthy and as an energy snack food rather than simply 
a cooking ingredient. 

It is no exaggeration to suggest that within a few years Australia will 
have virtually lost its dried fruit indusu·y to overseas growers unless 
it moves with the times, said Mr Leckie. The dried fruit industry has 
not changed for more than 30 years. Many growers are actually going 
backwards, and it is up to companies such as Angas Park to offer 
growers certainty. 

Angas Park has undertaken extensive market research that shows 90 
percent of Australians view dried fruit as contributing to a healthy 
lifestyle, being nutritious and good to eat. 

The problem is that - as an industry
we have not moved out of the cooking 
aisles in supermarkets and offered 
people an alternative to the current 
range of often unhealthy snack foods, 
Mr Leckie said. Our research clearly 
shows that there is a need for 
convenience packs to entice people to 
view dried fruit as a great snack food 
rather than as a cooking ingredient. 

We have been treading water for years 
and the remarkable thing is that we 
have managed to survive this long 
without drowning, says Brian. Angas 
Park has taken the decision to move 
with the times. We want to provide 
growers, our employees and all those 
people dependent on the fruit industry 
for a living, with certai nty in their 
future and income. 
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The new product range will do this. It will establ ish dried fruit a1 
new, healthy & nutritious food at a time when Austral ia has becor 
one of the world's most overweight nations. We are giving people 
healthy alternative- the world's best dried fruit presented in the w. 
that consumers want it. 

Following research and market testing, Angas Park has released thn 
styles of snack products targeting different market segments. 
The products - are in three lines and will appeal to different mark 
segments. The range comprises: 

Max Paks 
Designed to appeal to youth, these come in 40g packs and produce 
entirely from J 00 percent Australian sultanas infused with the fruit 
flavours of orange, blackcurrant, raspberry and strawberry. They ca 
be purchased in single sachets, multi-packs of 5 sachets, or singl 
mini boxes. Max Paks celebrate the Australian way of life ano 
provide a long lasting energy and nuu·itional boost for active youn; 
people. 

Health Hits 
Designed for adults who love a healthy and active lifestyle, thesf 
come in two styles: fruit, nut and seed mixes: and natural fruit pieces 
They come in tempting combinations and tastes called Attitude, Peak 
Petformance, Energiser and Maxi-Fibre. Health Hits come in handy 
60g sachets and are a great health hit for all ages. 

Australian Orchard Selection: 
These convenient gourmet packs represent the very best in Austral ian 
Dried fruit. T hey are ideal for snacks, parties, picnics and lunch boxes 
coming in 40g, 250g and 500g sachets. The range comprises apricots, 
peaches, pears, pitted prunes, five crown sultanas and sun betTies. 

• NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVOURS 
OR COLOURS. 

• NO ADDED SUGAR. 

• NATURALLY INFUSED. 

• 100% AUSTRALIAN. 

• CONVENIENT SACHET PACK. 

/\ N G/\5 ® £'>/\ R I{ 

address to: adminOangaspark.com.au Offer closes 19 Dec 2003 
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USA DRIED GRAPE INDUSTRY - STUDY TOUR REPORT 

USA Dried Grape Industry Tour Report 
Fresno California - 26-27 October 2003, By Peter Jones 
The International Dried Grape Producers Conference held in Turkey in 
October 2003 received a US report stating that " the California raisin 
industry has experienced one of the greatest economic depressions 
over the last 3 years that any one could remember." Australian growers 
have also had to deal with the same influences. 

Some points of interest: 
• USA production peaked at more than 400,000 t in 00/0 I 
• this excess production helped lead the world to an oversupply and 

lower returns to growers, with many going out of the industry by 
removing vines in favor of other crops 

• other growers used different strategies to try & remain viable. This 
included a diversion program again last year aimed at removing 
vines & reducing production 

• US has sold 40,000 tonnes of their reserve as cattle feed and urged 
their Government to include raisins in worldwide food aid programs 

• 2003 US crop is estimated to be down to 240,000 tonnes, and will 
reduce world supply 

Fresno, California 
This industry tour aimed to determine thf US industry's long-term 
direction. First impressions were that things have changed significantly 
over the last 3-8 years 

• Many farms showing signs of neglect, some abandoned 
• Some fanns have watered little & will struggle to recover if 

grower seeks to get a crop next season 
• Clearing vines with bulldozers was evident but size of vine 

removal is hard to gauge - even the US industry cannot get 
good information about the size of vine pulls 

• Many other annual crops are grown there such as cotton and 
vegetables, cereals for cattle and dairy feedlots. 

• New plantings are mainly almonds & other nuts with 
estimated 5% replanting to vines (these plantings will 
produce a 3-fold increase on the old vines) 

• Some growers are removing vines to reduce land tax -
valuation based on capital improved value 

• property market has fa llen - land prices have dropped from 
$ 1 0,000/ac to $3,500/ac in 2 years 

• Flood irrigation is the most common form of irrigation 

Major Changes Observed: 
• At least 50% of vineyards arc trellis drying - compared to 

less than 10% seen 3 years ago 
• Good growers are planting up & using top class trellis for 

mechanization. Mostl y total over-row pergola trellis 
• Some growers are trellis drying old vines with poor trellis & 

lower yields to try and save costs 
• The trellis drying is done one of two ways. 

I . Canes cut on the vine and when stems are dry & brittle 
(about 7 days later) the fruit is mechanically harvested & 
frui t is directly poured onto continuous brown paper in the 
rows. Berry still has 80% moisture content when harvested. 
By using the paper on the ground, the direct heat from the 
sun dries fru it faster than on the trell is and gives a caramel 
flavor evident with hand picked, tTaditional technique. 
2. Fruit fully dried on trellis as naturals, takes longer to dry
gives a d ifferent product. Fruit has smaller wrinkles, 
elongated shape, softer texture & different taste to ground
dried fruit. Higher yielding properties use this system. 

• Currants - also trellis dried on various trelli s designs. 
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Processing - Sunmaid 
• Met with the Sunmaid CEO & Chaim1an 
• Viewed receivals & classing systems & checked the various qualities 

of the fruit coming in from growers 
• Common company complaint was the higher amount of debris in 

trell is dried fruit 
• Also complained that frui t from harvesters was not being riddled on 

farm as happens with ground dried fruit 
• 2003 crop produced fru it that was very small & bottom berries of 

bunches seem pinched with little sugar content 
• the harvest had been affected by an extended heatwave 
• A large percentage of the berries showed signs of mould even though 

it was one of the best drying years on record 
• Extent of damaged berries was higher than expected 
• US industry aiming to stabilize at 250- 300,000 tonncs 
• US doesn't want to go back to surplus crops again 
• Newer drying varieties observed looked excellent in qua li ty 

compared to the average raisin 
• All varieties are dried as naturals 
• Sulphur dried "goldens" looked sticky- there is a limited market for 

this product 
• US production of Zante currants is stable and is not going to vary 

greatly in the foreseeable future 
• Some farms are being compulsoril y returned to natural state with the 

water that was used sold o fT to the cities. 
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SUNBEAM FOODS UPDATE 

Building Blocks for a Brighter Future 
Challenges to our industry have prompted questions concerning all 
areas, from growing to marketing and the economic sustainabi lity of 
those involved. While Sunbeam is consistently communicating as to 
what is occurring and how it can be managed; the following questions 
and answers may be of interest and benefit. 

Does Sunbeam see the percentage of dried fruit production 
becoming less dependent on the traditional sultana? 
The present level of around 80% of production being sul tana will 
trend down towards 50% over the next decade. This will be because 
more currants and raisins are grown and growers shi ft towards more 
consistent higher yie lding weather tolerant varieties (Sunmuscat, 
Merbein seedless etc) and new sultana strains/clones. Many of these 
will be sold as sultana type frui t. 
What is the outlook for traditional varieties such as currants and 
raisins and is their viabi lity threatened if there is a swing away from 
Sultana? 

The outlook for both currants and ra1sms is very good due to 
continuing strong demand. In the last year Currants grew 8% in the 
domestic market and the export outlook is strong due to our quality 
and the limited opportunity for Greece to expand. Raisins also grew 
8% and export markets have been re-established. Growers should 
contact us about contracts and their planting intentions. As stated 
above there will be trend away from traditional sultana to new sul tana 
types but this should not impact on currants or raisins. 

What marketing st rategies are in place for Sunmuscat? 
All 2003 Sunmuscats have been sold as either muscatel fl avoured 
fruit or sultana replacements and on the export market they achieved 
similar premiums to our 5 Cr light sultanas. They are to receive 
specific advertis ing support in Woolworths and we see the market 
continuing to support an expansion of the supply base. 

Does Sunbeam support the vine breeding program and is there a 
role for new varieties? 
Sunbeam has two and sometimes three of its senior management 
team involved in the development of new dried frui t types/strains that 
provide significant production or processing benefi ts. However it is 
unlikely that a totally new variety will successfully substitute any of 
the present mainstays- sultana, currants, raisins. 

What are the benefits of supply contracts to growers and 
marketers? 
They provide growers with a secure outlet for the ir fru it and give 
marketers some security on the supply to allow them to plan sales 
more confidently. 

A contract without a minimum price means the grower is taking 
a large share of the risk? 
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We don' t believe this to be the case. Sunbeam usually pays a 
contracted grower a premium over the seasonal price for the fruit and 

from then on Sunbeam wears all the market risk, as it has purchased 

12 months supply. This is a large improvement on the days of pooling 
where the grower bore all the risk. 

Is the majority of Sunbeam's intake contracted and if so what is 
the incentive for it to maximjse return to growers? 
Sunbeam does not have the majority of its intake contracted and 

because we don't own any vines we fully understand that growers 

must be viable for our business to continue and grow. 

Who will be a viable dried fruit producer in 10 years? 
Sunbeam sees growers consisting of three groups; a few corporate 
producers, more family units that have grown their business by 

aggregating farms and finally part time or lifesty le growers who don't 

have the farm size or time commitment to who lly depend on dried 

fru it as their main income source. These grower groups will be 

producing a mix of varieties that are consistently fruitful and weather 
tolerant. Full time producers wi ll be mechanised and operating larger 

blocks built through aggregation. All wil l have excellent viticulture 

practices and wi ll be informed and be prepared to commit to targets 
to ensure their own viability. 

Will there be a new generation of non-corporate growers 
attracted to the industry? 
Yes, younger growers will be an important part of family owned 

operations that are run on a sound commercial basis. Other young 
viticulturists will also see dried fru it as an important component in 
assisting with diversifyi ng their horticultural businesses. 

Sunbeam has reviewed the ADFA's Dried Vine Fru it Industry 
Redevelopment and Restructure plan. It seems that some growers are 

already at a level of production to go forward with re-investment in 

best practice production systems while others will attempt to do this 
over the next l to 5 years. If any grower requires any further 
information or wishes to discuss their business plans they should 

contact one of the Supply and Processing team as below. 

Sut>ply & Processing Division 
Chris Ellis - General Manager - 50514 279 
David Swain - Supply Manager - 50514 265 
Alan Lister - Merbein, 0409 437 801 
Bernie Murphy - Irymple, 0418 502828 
Lance Horsfall - Red Cliffs!Robinvale, 0409 026001 
Peter Thompson - Coomealla!Nyah, 0429 960234 
Bob J aensch - South Australia, 0427 337 619 
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PRE-HARVEST PREPARATION- GROWER CHECKLISTS 

PRE HARVEST PREPARATION 

GROWER CHECK LIST 1 
FOR TRELLIS DRYING 
Organise wetting of fruit on trellis 

• Contract wetting - make contact with contractor and book in a 

date to start. 

• Have a supply tanker to fill contractors wetting machine 

• Ensure there is a good water supply - NOT a garden hose 

• If using own machine- check all rubber seals on pump & hoses 

for perishing. Set up wetting machine & test 

• Ensure that your spray diary is delivered to the Dried Fruit 

Quality Centre before harvest 

• Order adequate supplies of oi l and potash - recommended rate 

is 0.5 % oil, 0.6% potash with mixture applied at about 3000-

4,500 litres/acre 

• Have adequate secateurs for cutting. (Good Felcos or short 

cutting out secateurs). NOT air guns (too dangerous) 

• Have adequate supply of snips & secateurs for crown pickers 

• Organise labour requirements 1 pruner =1 acre/day I crown 
~ 

picker = 'h acre /day 

• Organise HOW & WHO wi ll harvest dried fruit. Note - the 

ADFA has a contractors data base 

• Ensure that there is an adequate bin supply for harvest 

• Finish drying 

- if using ground sheets - check /service bin tipper and boxing 

machine 

- If using dehydrator- Clean out bins, check/service bin tipper, 

check/service dehydrator 

- If using contract dryer - make arrangements with contractor, 

see ADFA 

HINTS - IF TRELLIS DRYING FOR THE FIRST TIME 

• Ensure trellis and vines are in good condition 

• Ensure vines are not minimal pruned last winter, (unless the 

vines are to be completely cut off) 

• Bunches must be above knee height so they can be caught by 

the harvester 

• Make sure that there are NO power poles, trees, drainage pits 

etc in the rows to be trellis dried. (Har vesters won ' t be able to 

move along rows) 

• Check with harvesting contractor regarding minimum headland 

width - as you may need a minimum of 18 fef' 

Important notes 

1. Trellis drying is not viable for a crop less than 1.5 - 2 

buckets/vine unless it is a rescue operation due to bad weather 

2. In good weather, plan to irrigate just prior to cutting & if 

possible irrigate in stages if cutting is going to be slow. It will 

be a number of weeks until harvesting is completed (This does 

not apply to drip irrigation) 

3.For further information - read the ADFA Dried Fruit Manual or 

contact Drying for Profit at the ADFA 
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GROWER CHECK LIST 2 

FOR RACK DRYING /HAND PICKING 

• Clean & fix racks - new spreaders where necessary & tighten 

w1res 

• Ensure dip tins/shrub tubs are repaired & cleaned 

• Ensure that your spray diary is delivered to the Dried Fruit 

Quality Centre before harvest. 

• Check Hessians & ground sheets for cleanliness and clean if 

necessary. 

• Prepare rack spraying equipment or dip and ensure that they are 

working prior to harvest. 

• Purchase adequate supplies of oi l & potash just prior to harvest. 

• Make sure you have enough knives (and band aids ) available 

for pickers 

Register your labour requirements earl y with the Harvest 

Labour Office or confirm any other contacts you may have 

regarding harvest labour 

• Ensure that tractor/s, trailer/s, rack shaker & boxing machine 

are serviced and ready 

• Consider a staggered timing of irrigation, patch by patch, so 

vines will not be stressed during picking. 

• Read relevant sections in ADFA Dried Vine Fruits Manual. 

• Do NOT put in extra oil or potash or excessively over spray fruit 

on racks. This does more harm than good. Be patient as they 

will dry soon enough 

• For further information contact the ADFA Drying for Profit 

program 

SUNRAYSIA GROWERS FORUM 

THURSDAY 22 JANUARY 2004 

INVITATION 

TO ALL DRIED GRAPE 

INDUSTRY STAKEHOlDERS 

All growers & industry stakeholders are invited to the 

Growers Forum being hosted by ADFA on Thursday 22 

January 2004 from 1-Spm at the Settlers, Mildura. 

The speakers will include: 

• ADFA Chairman, Peter Jones; 

• Processor/marketers - Sunbeam Foods & Angas Park 

• Barrie MacMillan, Chairman of the Industry 

Advis01y Committees on Marketing & R&D. 

Issues affecting the outlook for dried fruits & prices 

for the 2004 crop will be canvassed. 

Afternoon tea will be provided and drinks will be 

available (at own cost) afterwards. 
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news flash POTASH & DRYING PRICES SET TO TUMBLE DUE TO 
LOW AUSSIE DOLLAR AND LOWER CANOLA PRICES 

news flash 

VILeP-e iL nO- need tO- tell an~ dP-ied r/P-uit 

gP-O-LDeP- ju.Lt hO-LD iWLp_O-P-t«TLt thiL IL«P-O-e.Lt iLl 

Good dried fruit 
producers know 
that there is only 
one drying oil to 

TRUST 
their crop with VOULLAIRES 

• Strongest one drum knockdown formulation on the market 

• 30 minute rain fast guarantee 

• Compatible with a broad range of tank mixed products 

• No need to add a general purpose surfactant 

• Easy pumping - Flows better 

• Better control of hard to kill weeds 

Enquire at your local GROWMART store 
MILDURA (8th St), MILDURA ( J 5th St) 
COOMEALLA, RED CLIFFS, NANGILOC, 

ROBINVALE & NOW OPEN AT NYAH 
c=l --------. 

Owned by the farmers and community of Sunraysia 


